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Outline
 The FDA/CDER Chemical Informatics Program
 The ICH M7 Guideline
• Recommendations for (Q)SAR analyses
• Interpretation of regulatory language

 Defining “out of domains”
 Strategies used for addressing out of domains
• Applicant (Q)SAR submissions
• Internal (Q)SAR analyses

 Concluding remarks
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The CDER Chemical
Informatics Program

FDA/CDER Chemical Informatics Program
 An applied regulatory research group:
• Create chemical structure-linked toxicological and clinical effect databases
• Develop rules for quantifying in vitro, animal and human endpoint data
• Evaluate data-mining and (Q)SAR software
• Develop toxicological and clinical effect prediction models through
collaborations with software companies

 Computational Toxicology Consultation Service
• Provide (Q)SAR evaluations for drugs, metabolites, contaminants, degradants,
etc. to FDA/CDER safety reviewers
• Perform structure-similarity searching for read-across purposes
• Provide expert interpretation of (Q)SAR data submitted to FDA/CDER
• Provide training to CDER safety reviewers on the regulatory use of (Q)SAR
www.fda.gov
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Computational Toxicology Consultations
Review of Applicant (Q)SAR submissions
 Well-documented submissions are handled by review divisions
 Quality Issues: single methodology, read-across only, unfamiliar
software, overall conclusions conflict with predictions with no
explanation
 Majority of evaluations conducted for generic drug impurities
Conduct ICH M7-compliant (Q)SAR analyses
 Run analysis in-house analysis if submission incomplete or
ambiguous
• 519 analyses between May 2016 and April 2017
• ~10% new drug impurities, ~90% generic drug impurities
www.fda.gov
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ICH M7 Guideline

The ICH M7 Guideline
ASSESSMENT AND CONTROL OF DNA REACTIVE (MUTAGENIC) IMPURITIES IN
PHARMACEUTICALS TO LIMIT POTENTIAL CARCINOGENIC RISK
 Goal of hazard assessment is to assign impurity class

experimental data

(Q)SAR
experimental data
or (Q)SAR
www.fda.gov
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The ICH M7 Guideline
Section 6:
“A computational toxicology assessment should be performed using (Q)SAR
methodologies that predict the outcome of a bacterial mutagenicity assay
(Ref. 6). Two (Q)SAR prediction methodologies that complement each other
should be applied. One methodology should be expert rule-based and the
second methodology should be statistical-based. (Q)SAR models utilizing
these prediction methodologies should follow the general validation
principles set forth by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD).”
“The absence of structural alerts from two complementary (Q)SAR
methodologies (expert rule-based and statistical) is sufficient to conclude
that the impurity is of no mutagenic concern, and no further testing is
recommended (Class 5 in Table 1).”
www.fda.gov
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OECD Validation Principles
 To facilitate consideration of a (Q)SAR model for regulatory purposes, it
should be associated with the following information:
1) a defined endpoint
Region of chemical space within
which a model makes predictions
2) an unambiguous algorithm
with a given reliability
3) a defined domain of applicability
4) appropriate measures of goodness-of–fit, robustness and predictivity
5) a mechanistic interpretation, if possible

FDA/CDER Perspective:
 An out of domain result is not a prediction and, therefore, does
not contribute to a Class 5 assignment.
www.fda.gov

OECD (2007) Guidance document on the validation of (Quantitative) structure activityrelationship [(Q)SAR] models.
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The ICH M7 Guideline
Model output “… can be reviewed with the use of expert knowledge
in order to provide additional supportive evidence on relevance of
any positive, negative, conflicting or inconclusive prediction and
provide a rationale to support the final conclusion.”
FDA/CDER Perspective:
 In the case of an out of domain, expert knowledge can be used to
justify the overall conclusion, but higher bar to acceptance.
 FDA/CDER uses a 3rd model to resolve most out of domains in
internal analyses.

www.fda.gov
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Defining “Out of Domains”

Applicability Domain Measurement
 Applicability Domain: Region of chemical space within which a
model makes predictions with a given reliability
 Chemical space defined by structural attributes/properties of
training set molecules
Molecular
Fragments

Physicochemical
Descriptors
E.g.,

Global
Similarity

67%

53%

49%

48%

Training
Test
Descriptor 1

www.fda.gov

Test chemical
fragments must be
“known” to model
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Out of Domain Definitions
 Overall, different models have different coverage (applicability
domain measurement)
• Even models using the same general method (e.g., fragment-based statistical
models) can differ in coverage
• Can be used to our advantage to obtain a valid prediction
• However, when multiple models yield OODs, then extra attention needed

 Can be difficult to define applicability domain for expert rulebased systems
• Alert space has structural boundaries, but negative activity space may not
• Need to distinguish between a negative prediction and a lack of knowledge
• E.g., Derek Nexus uses a reference data set as a way to help identify structural
features that may not have been considered during construction of the
knowledgebase.
www.fda.gov
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FDA/CDER Experience with
Out of Domains

NME Regulatory Submissions
 Anecdotal evidence suggests new drug Applicants routinely
encounter a significant number of out of domain results
(10% to 50%)
• Consequence of novel chemistry: Many APIs are out of domain, so highlysimilar, late-stage impurities also out of domain
• Models constructed from public data, represent public chemical space

 Review of new drugs approved in 2016 and 2017 by Dr. Mark
Powley, formerly of CDER’s Office of New Drugs:
Summary

Count

Approved NMEs with (Q)SAR

18

Approved NMEs with detailed (Q)SAR

13

Total impurities evaluated by (Q)SAR

488

Out of domain results

86

www.fda.gov
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NME Regulatory Strategies by Applicants
Strategy
Follow-up with 3rd model

Count

Apply Additional Model

Comparison with experimentally negative analog(s)
Steric hindrance (based on expert knowledge)

Apply Expert
Knowledge

5
6
5

Comparison with (Q)SAR negative analog

4

Class 4 (positive prediction in presence of unknown fragments)

7

“Class 4-type” conclusions
Chemistry covered by experimentally negative API with identical
(Q)SAR profile (i.e., negative prediction in 1st model + OOD in 2nd
model)
Test/Control
Experimental Ames assay

38

12

Control as Class 3 impurity—positive prediction in one model

5

Control as Class 3 impurity—negative prediction in one model
Assign Class 5 impurity with no further explanation Requires Follow-up

1

Total
www.fda.gov

86

3
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Example 1 – Comparison to Negative
(Q)SAR
Predictions for Impurity 1 vs Impurity 2
Impurity 1
Model
Expert Rule-Based
Statistical-Based

Bacterial
Mutagenicity
Negative
Negative

Overall Software Prediction

Negative

Overall Expert Prediction

Negative

Model
Expert Rule-Based
Statistical-Based
Overall Software Prediction
Overall Expert Prediction

Bacterial
Mutagenicity
Negative
OOD
OOD
Negative

Impurity 2

Impurity 1
prediction is
acceptable, and
addition of a
non-reactive
group in
Impurity 2 is
unlikely to
increase
mutagenic
potential

 Class 5
19

Example 2 – Comparison to OOD API
“Class 4-type” prediction
Parent API
Software
Expert Rule-Based
Statistical-Based
Default Overall Prediction
Experimental Data

Bacterial
Mutagenicity
Negative
OOD
OOD
Negative

 Contains unknown fragment and/or has no nearest neighbors
Late-stage Impurity
Software
Expert Rule-Based
Statistical-Based
Default Overall Prediction
Overall Expert Prediction

Bacterial
Mutagenicity
Negative
OOD
OOD
Negative

 Contains same unknown fragment and/or has no nearest neighbors

Ames data from
API is acceptable
to qualify
impurity since
only difference is
an additional
non-reactive
group

 Class 5
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In-House (Q)SAR Analyses
 21% of impurities (108/519) predicted in-house had at least one out of
domain (Q)SAR result
• Comparable to percentage for NMEs
• ~90% of impurities evaluated are for generic drug substances
Summary

Count

E. coli model OOD alone – resolved with Salmonella models

36

At least one model OOD for Salmonella mutagenicity

72

Expert rule-based model unclassified features

16

Overall “no calls” after application of expert knowledge

5

 Most OOD examples were resolved using an additional model in
combination with analog searching
www.fda.gov
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Example 3 – Comparison to Covered API
Duplication of a known feature to yield an OOD
Parent API
Model
Expert Rule-Based
Statistical-Based 1

Bacterial
Mutagenicity
Negative
Negative

Statistical-Based 2

Negative

Experimental Data

Negative

Model
Expert Rule-Based
Statistical-Based 1

Bacterial
Mutagenicity
Negative*
OOD

Statistical-Based 2

Negative

Overall Expert Prediction

Negative

Negative overall
call based on
negative API
data and TA100
negative
containing a
similar fragment
to the unknown.

Late-stage Impurity
*Unclassified
feature
spanning
part of R1 to
N to R1

 Class 225

Example 4 – Oxime Impurity
OOD resolved with 3rd model and expert analysis
Model
Expert Rule-Based
Statistical-Based 1

Bacterial
Mutagenicity
Negative*
OOD

Statistical-Based 2

Equivocal

Overall Expert Prediction

Positive

*Misclassified
feature

 Expert rule-based prediction flagged oxime and part of R1 as “misclassified”
(shared with an empirically positive analog)
 Statistical-based model was OOD due to unknown fragment (oxime and part of
R2)
 2nd Statistical-based model was equivocal due to oxime
 Two additional analogs containing the oxime in a relevant environment were
identified through substructure searching—both Ames positive

 Class 3
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Concluding Remarks
 OOD results are generated for different reasons by different software
• Important to have an understanding of why a structure is OOD so it can be
handled appropriately

 Several acceptable strategies for addressing an out of domain
• An OOD is not a valid prediction and does not contribute to a Class 5
assignment—needs to be followed-up
• Standard internal practice is to run a 3rd model
• Using experimental data (and/or predictions) from structural analogs sharing
uncovered attributes has been successful
• Application of expert knowledge can resolve many ambiguous outcomes,
including OODs

 Adequate documentation is critical
• Regulatory (Q)SAR submissions still vary significantly in quality
• OODs addressed with expert knowledge held to high standard—need a welldocumented rationale
• Inadequately documented submissions may result in additional review cycles
www.fda.gov
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